Abstract. Using numerical simulations, the influence of various imaging parameters on the resulting image can be determined for various imaging technologies. To achieve this, visualization of fine tissue structures needed to evaluate the image quality with different radiation quality and dose is essential. The present work examines a method that employs simulations of the imaging process using Monte Carlo methods and a combination of a standard and higher resolution voxel models. A hybrid model, based on nonlinear uniform rational B-spline and polygon mesh surfaces, was constructed from an existing voxel model of a female patient of a resolution in the range of millimeters. The resolution of the hybrid model was 500 μm, i.e., substantially finer than that of the original model. Furthermore, a high resolution lung voxel model [ð0.11 mmÞ 3 voxel volume, slice thickness: 114 μm] was developed from the specimen of a left lung lobe. This has been inserted into the hybrid model, substituting its left lung lobe and resulting in a dual-lattice geometry model. "Dual lattice" means, in this context, the combination of voxel models with different resolutions. Monte Carlo simulations of radiographic imaging were performed and the fine structure of the lung was easily recognizable.
Introduction
In radiography, there is generally a conflict between the best image quality and the lowest possible patient dose. A proven method of dosimetry is the simulation of radiation transport in virtual human models (i.e., phantoms). However, while the resolution of these voxel models is adequate for most dosimetric purposes, they cannot provide the required organ fine structures necessary for the assessment of imaging quality. The aim of this work is to develop hybrid/dual-lattice voxel models (called also phantoms) as well as simulation methods by which image quality (and patient dose) for typical radiographic procedures can be determined. By varying image settings and/or patient stature, the relation between dose and image quality would change. The results of this work will provide a basis to investigate, by means of simulations, the relationship between image quality and patient dose for various imaging parameters and develop methods for their optimization.
At present, there exist three different types of computational anthropomorphic models: stylized (or mathematical), voxel (or tomographic), and hybrid types based upon nonlinear uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) and/or polygon mesh (PM) surfaces. The characteristics and advantages of each type of phantom have been reviewed by Bolch et al. 1 Stylized phantoms 2 have been used in radiation dosimetry for over 40 years. They are composed of 3-D geometric surface equations defining both internal organs and outer body surfaces. While they are flexible in terms of allowing changes in organ size, body shape, and extremity positioning, they are generally insufficient with respect to anatomic realism. Voxel phantoms, in contrast, are composed of a three-dimensional array of volume elements (voxels), each with a unique organ identity, elemental composition, and density. Voxel phantoms are assembled through segmentation of individual image slices from computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance or other image data, thus they provide a high level of anatomic realism. [3] [4] [5] Their main limitations are that their construction is time-consuming and their inflexibility of adjustment to match individuals other than the person providing the source data. The third generation of phantoms is the so-called hybrid type; the organs are described by either NURBS or PM surfaces. [6] [7] [8] This offers both flexibility in organ alterations and anatomical realism. While most of the hybrid phantoms were applied for dosimetry, Segars et al. 9 generated 58 adult highly detailed 4-D extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantoms based on patient CT data to be used for imaging research. Several works are reported attempting computational modelling of the lung. 10 Recently, Becchetti et al.
11
developed a realistic model of the anatomical texture from the pulmonary interstitium aiming to extend the capability of those anthropomorphic computational phantoms, allowing for more accurate image quality assessment. Jimenez-Carretero et al. 12 developed a technique to generate computational anthropomorphic CT phantoms of the human lung automatically from biological and image-based data and created a dataset of 24 labeled anthropomorphic pulmonary CT phantoms. Furthermore, computational phantoms of the breast were developed for multimodality imaging research. Similarly to the phantoms developed for dosimetry, the earlier type were the so-called rule-based models of the breast, whose anatomy is defined by mathematical equations. The most sophisticated models of this type are those of Bakic et al. [13] [14] [15] To improve anatomical realism, voxelized breast phantoms have been developed from dedicated breast CT data from mastectomy specimens. 16, 17 Due to limited access to specimens and because these do not represent whole, intact breasts, realistic computational breast phantoms were created based on human subjects via segmentation of in vivo breast CT imaging data. [18] [19] [20] These phantoms provide a large population of a wide range of breast types, volumes, and parenchymal patterns. 20 Since the main purpose of most of the existing whole-body anthropomorphic models is the computation of organ/tissue doses for ionizing radiation or electromagnetic fields, their resolution is generally in the order of a few millimeters. Thus, they are not suited to simulate realistic images for which the desired resolution is of the order of micrometers. Moreover, whole-body high-resolution human models can hardly be obtained due to radiation dose constraints and would be difficult to handle numerically; therefore, dual lattice voxel models, i.e., combined high and lower resolution voxel models, appear to be favorable. Depending on the diagnostic purpose, high-resolution models of certain organs could be incorporated into these patient models. In order to verify that this method is applicable, Monte Carlo simulations of thorax radiography were performed, using a high-resolution lung model embedded in a lower resolution model of the rest of the body. First results have been reported by Petoussi-Henss et al. 21 
Methods

Whole Body Voxel Model Laura and its NURBS/PM Version
For this work, the whole body voxel model "Laura," 3 of an adult female, previously developed at Helmholtz Zentrum München, has been employed. Laura was constructed from CT image data of a 43-year-old female patient. With a 1.68-m height and 59-kg weight, the patient was close to the so-called reference female (1.63 and 60 kg). 22 The voxel in-plane resolution was 1.875 mm and the slice thickness 5 mm, corresponding to a voxel volume of 17.6 mm 3 and ca. 2.6 million of voxels. A total of 88 tissues were primarily segmented in Laura. Figure 1 shows threedimensional representations of some of the organs of this model. More details about this phantom can be found at Zankl. 3 As the first results of the simulated images have shown (see Sec. 3.3), the original resolution of Laura was not sufficient to develop simulation methods by which image quality for typical radiographic procedures can be determined, so that part of the model had to be transformed to a NURBS/PM-based hybrid model. The method of constructing NURBS-based models was described, among others, by Lee et al. 7 For the present work, the procedure of this transformation commences with the polygonization of the initial voxel model by separately rendering each organ to a PM surface, using the software IDL 8.2 (Ref. 23) . The rendering process resulted in jagged-looking objects, as seen in Fig. 2(a) , which had to be smoothed. This is due to the limited resolution on the z-axis, corresponding to the image slice thickness. The PM data were, therefore, exported to the 3-D modeling software, Rhinoceros (version 4.0) (Robert McNeel and Associates, United States). Subsequently, NURBS smooth surfaces were created for each organ. An exception of this procedure was the skeleton for which polygonization and smoothing could not be performed in an optimal way. This is because the resolution, particularly on the z-axis, was limited, therefore, a good PMs for the skeleton could not be generated. Therefore, the skeleton used for this work was obtained as a PM surface from Ref. 24 . The contours of this skeleton were smooth, thus it was not necessary to convert the PM to NURBS but its size and form had to be adjusted to fit the anatomy of the female model Laura. Figure 3 shows part of the original skeleton of the upper torso (rib cage, spine, sternum, scapulae, and clavicles) of the model (a) Laura and (b) the respective parts of the new imported and adjusted skeleton. It can be seen that the original skeleton has nonsmooth surfaces, in contrast to the one which has been implemented. Furthermore, the adopted skeleton includes, besides bone, the cartilage as well, whereas in the original voxel model Laura, cartilage could be only segmented for the lower ribs.
Since the aim of this work was to examine the feasibility of simulation of a radiograph focusing on fine lung structures using the high-resolution lung model, details in other organs like the blood in the heart and lungs were not accounted for in the NURBS/PM model, as well as air in the lungs. Moreover, bronchi, oesophagus, blood vessels, and muscles were not included. To date, Monte Carlo radiation transport codes cannot be coupled to NURBS surface geometries, whereas PM geometries could be directly implemented into some Monte Carlo codes. A version of Geant4 is available for direct implementation of PM phantoms, resulting, however, in high computation times. 8 To improve computation speed, Yeom et al. 25 converted PM phantoms to a tetrahedral mesh format via tetrahedralization for use in the Monte Carlo code GEANT4. Moreover, PenMesh, a Monte Carlo code based on PENELOPE physics subroutines, can directly deal with PM geometries. 26 For the present work, the resulting NURBS and PM organs have been revoxelized by triangulation with Rhinoceros and then by voxelization with the software Binvox (Ref. 27) . The procedure of model transformation from voxel to NURBS/PM and then back to voxel form has the advantage that a resolution can be assigned to the resulting hybrid voxel model, which is substantially finer than the original one. To keep the computer memory requirements acceptable, a resolution of 500 μm was chosen for the revoxelization of the NURBS/PM model.
High Resolution Model of the Lung
To construct the high resolution model of a lung, a lung specimen 28 was scanned by a GE/phoenix|x-ray cone-beam CT "v|tome|x" (Ref. 29) , which features a higher resolution than standard medical CTs, but still has a large enough volume to image the lung specimen. The dataset resulting from a scan with 60-kV tube voltage at a resolution of 114 μm encompassed 3000 slices with ∼12 billion pixels (22 GB). The lung was dry and fixed in a gas-filled state. Due to the large density difference between gas and tissue, a good distinction between the tissue, the interior of the airways, and alveoles could be achieved. This procedure presented several challenges: due to technical restrictions of the imaging device, the specimen had to be scanned in three distinct operations and the resulting image datasets were then reassembled together. The volume of the CT data was reduced from 22 to 6.6 GB by removing redundant slices and the surrounding air. The model of the whole lung consists of ca. 4.5 billion voxels of ð0.11 mmÞ 3 dimension. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the (a) lung specimen and (b) a planar radiograph of the high resolution lung.
In order to perform imaging simulation, tissue composition and density had to be assigned to the gray values of the CT scan. For this purpose, these values have first to be related to the absorption coefficient or hounsfield units (HU). To obtain reference HU values, the lung was rescanned in a standard medical CT (GE Brightspeed 16; Ref. 30) at 80-kV tube voltage to obtain a histogram of pixel values in HU. The scanning resolution was 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.625 mm 3 , which was the highest obtainable resolution for this device. By comparing the histogram of pixel values in HU obtained in this scan with those of the uncalibrated gray values, a suitable transformation from gray to HU values was sought. However, since the x-ray absorption of the lung model should be close to the lung of a patient, and the lung specimen was dried-in contrast to a living person-the HU distribution of a real patient's lung was also required. Hence, the CT scan of the patient whose image data were utilized to construct the model Laura has been used for this purpose. The maximum of the resulting histogram indicated higher HU than those of the lung specimen, i.e., the average x-ray absorption of a living lung would be higher than that of the lung specimen. To account for this in the simulation, the transformation of the uncalibrated gray values was further adjusted, such that the maximum of the transformed histogram exhibits a value close to the maximum of the histogram of Laura's lung.
Finally, the resulting HU values were binned into 27 different intervals. These were then assigned to either lung parenchyma (HU < 0), cartilage (0 < HU < 1200), or mineral bone as a substitute for calcifications (1200 < HU < 3000). The elemental compositions for the above tissues were taken from ICRP Publication 89. 22 The densities were adjusted to reproduce the HU values in each bin for a CT x-ray spectrum at 80 kV, which was the voltage used in the standard-resolution imaging of the lung specimen. 
Image Simulations with Monte Carlo Methods
The high resolution model of the lung has been inserted into the phantom Laura, as would be described below, and dual-lattice geometry is achieved. The particle transport inside the phantoms has been simulated with the Monte Carlo code EGSnrc 31 in version V4-2-3-0. Due to the combination of high and low resolution organs, the user code has been designed such as to be able to perform dual lattice transport by switching between two different voxel resolutions. The models consist of a three-dimensional voxel matrix, wherein each voxel is assigned a unique medium. The following media have been considered with elemental compositions according to ICRP Publication 89: 22 adipose tissue, lung, liver, muscle tissue (tissue taken for heart) and for the original Laura model, stomach-wall. The proportions of mineral bone and active and inactive bone marrow in Laura were determined for each bone voxel based on the original CT gray value, as described by Zankl and Wittmann. 32 The elemental compositions correspond to those of the ICRP reference adult female model. 4 For media assigned to the high resolution lung specimen, see Sec. 3.2.
The Monte Carlo code follows a particle through the body until it hits the image detector. Transmission, absorption, and scattering of the photons through the virtual phantom were simulated using the photon cross-sections, which agree with those of the XCOM database. 33 Photons and electrons, whose energies dropped below 10 and 100 keV, respectively, were discarded. In this way, projection images can be modeled and tissue doses can be calculated.
In order to verify the visibility of fine lung structures within the quantized noise from the low resolution surrounding anatomy, a thorax posterior examination was simulated and the projection images were modeled. First, a test calculation was performed where, for simplicity, only a portion of the entire high resolution lung model has been used and embedded in the voxel model Laura. The tube voltage was 75 kVand the filtration was 2 mm aluminum. The spectrum has been generated with the IPEM78 program by Cranley et al. 34 The focus-to-detector distance was 75 cm and the detector was 15 cm in front of the model. The detector was composed of 900 × 800 pixels with a pixel size of 500 × 500 μm 2 . In the simulation, 24 billion photons were followed.
For the second test calculation, the same portion of the high resolution lung was embedded in the voxelized NURBS/PM model and the thorax posterior examination, as described above, was simulated within the hybrid/dual-lattice model.
For a further, more realistic simulation, the entire lung model was embedded in the NURBS/PM model of Laura, substituting the larger part of its left lung. The lung model, stemming from a lung specimen, is somewhat distorted compared to the lung of a living person. For this work, no attempt was made to remove this distortion. The lung model has been rotated by 25 deg around the craniocaudal axis, and the voxel dimensions have been reduced to 0.1030 × 0.07430 × 0.1032 mm 3 to better fit into Laura. For the rotation, the IDL-routine "ROT" (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Inc., Boulder, United States) has been applied using cubic convolution interpolation with an interpolation parameter of −0.5.
35 Beyond these simple rotation and scaling operations, no additional deformation has been performed. Furthermore, it was not necessary to further smooth the boundary between the inserted high resolution lung and Laura's original lung since the high resolution lung model is already smooth. The tube voltage was taken to be 110 kV and filtration was 2.5 mm Al, typical values for thorax radiographs. The focus-to-detector distance was now 115 cm, and the detector was ≈10 cm in front of the model. The detector had 1000 × 1800 pixels with a pixel size of 144 × 144 μm 2 . For this simulation, 200 billion photons were followed, which led to a dose area product of about 1 mGy cm 2 .
For comparison purposes, and for all cases stated above, simulations were also performed for the high resolution model of the lung standing on its own, i.e., not embedded in the whole phantom. To achieve similar numbers of detected photons as in the simulations before, the numbers of histories have been reduced to 4 and 16 billion, respectively.
Results
NURBS/PM Representation of the Phantom Laura
A hybrid model based on NURBS and PM surfaces was created from the voxel model Laura. Figure 5 shows rendered images of the (a) adipose tissue and (b) skeleton, lungs, heart, liver, and stomach. These images demonstrate the anatomical precision of the hybrid model. For utilization with the Monte Carlo code EGS4nrc, a revoxelization has taken place and a resolution of 500 μm has been chosen, much finer than the resolution of the initial phantom. In order to investigate the geometric similarity of the voxel model Laura and its NURBS/PM version, the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and center of mass (CoM) were evaluated for each organ. The former were computed in a coordinate system where the respective CoMs for each organ are at the origin. The DSC value is a simple and useful summary measure of spatial overlap. 36 The good agreement in the organ morphology and position is demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2 , where the DSC and the distance of CoMs of some organs of Laura and its NURBS/PM counterpart are shown. The DSC was found for all organs to be 0.89 or higher and the CoM distances agree within 1 mm.
Voxel Media Assignment of the High-Resolution Lung Model
The result of the calibration procedure for the gray values is shown in Fig. 6 . The shape of the HU-value distribution resembles that of the standard-resolution scan of the lung specimen, scanned in a standard medical CT (see Sec. 2.2). The HU-value distribution of the perfused lung (Laura) could not be completely reproduced, particularly for the HU values larger than −700. This might have been caused by the drying process of the lung specimen, which could have led to shrinkage and thus higher density of small structures, the missing blood in the lung specimen, or by partial volume effects of the standard resolution patient CT dataset. This effect will be investigated more thoroughly in the future by using patient CT datasets of higher resolution. For the purpose of this study, i.e., to demonstrate the feasibility of the dual-lattice model for imaging optimization, the fitting is considered to be acceptable. Figure 7 shows an example of this procedure for a single slice: in Fig. 7(a) , the CT image of the high resolution scan is presented, whereas Fig. 7(b) shows the respective slice of the standard scan.
As a cross-check for the diverse gray value scaling and assignment to a medium, the mass of the lung model was determined using the original voxel dimensions of ð0.11 mmÞ 3 and the respective voxel densities of Table 3 : the mass of the lung model was evaluated to be about 540 g, which is about 20% heavier than the left lung mass of the reference adult female (i.e., 436 g), 22 but only about 10% heavier than the left lung of Laura with its 500 g. Thus, it can be concluded that the composition of the high resolution lung model provides a realistic representation of the composition of the human lung.
After the HU values are defined, they have to be assigned to media. In Table 3 , the resulting mapping is summarized. 
Test Simulations
The high-resolution model of the lung was first fitted into the original version of the model Laura, where the original resolution (see Sec 2.1) of Laura was retained. As explained above, for the initial simulation test, for simplicity, only a portion of the entire lung model has been used and fitted on the right lung of Laura. Figure 8 (left) shows a transverse slice of the voxel model with the embedded high-resolution lung. For this test simulation, no perfect fit of the high resolution lung into Laura was attempted, and it can be seen that the original lung still covers a small portion of the thorax (shown in green). Also, as expected, the internal structures of the bones obtained from the CT image of Laura are clearly visible on the CT slice. Figure 8(a) shows the simulated image for a posterior-anterior thorax radiograph with 75-kV tube voltage. For comparison purposes and for verifying whether the lung structures are visible, a simulation was performed for the lung placed on its own, i.e., outside the rest of the body; Fig. 8(b) shows the image of this simulation. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show the same simulated images as in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively, but the gray values are windowed specifically to make the fine structures visible. It can be seen from Fig. 8(c) that the low resolution of the original Laura model results in jagged step structures, particularly at the edges of the ribs in the simulated x-ray image. These steps cover the fine structures, present in the high-resolution lung model alone, which are visible in Fig. 8(d) , preventing their recognition. For this reason, it is necessary to smooth the edges of the organs in the body model surrounding the high-resolution organ model. This was achieved by creating a NURBS/PM-based representation of the body model, as described in Sec. 2.1. Similarly, for the same irradiation conditions as for Fig. 8 , the left panel of Fig. 9 shows a slice of the NURBS/PM model combined with the high-resolution lung model, at a corresponding craniocaudal height, as in Fig. 8 . As described in Sec 2.1, the NURBS/PM model contains neither substructures of the heart and lungs nor organs that are not of interest for the purpose of this work, i.e., oesophagus, muscle, bronchi. Since a different, extrinsic skeleton has been taken for the NURBS/PM model, the bones (see Fig. 9 ) show no internal structures, as the bones shown in Fig. 8 , but have smoother and slightly different outlines. In the right panel of Fig. 9 , simulated images (a) of the combined model and (b) of the bare high resolution lung are shown with similar gray value windowing. It can be seen that the spine and ribs are now clearly visible and the fine structure of the lung is easily recognizable. of the lung specimen [ Fig. 10(b) ] are recognizable in almost the whole image. This becomes more apparent when only small areas are considered and the gray values are windowed appropriately. As an example, in Fig. 11 , a small region near the center of the image of Fig. 10 is enlarged and the gray values are adjusted. It can be seen that all details visible in the green box of Fig. 11(b) corresponding to the bare lung can also be detected in Fig. 11(a) . Figure 12 shows the image of the lung for tube voltages of (a) 110 kV and (b) 70 kV, whereas all other exposure parameters are the same. It can be seen that more structures are visible for the 110-kV tube voltage.
Simulations of a Typical Lung Radiograph
Thus, the influence of various technical examination parameters on the resulting image quality measures, e.g., contrast-tonoise ratio, modulation transfer function (MTF), or noise power spectrum (NPS) can be investigated with this hybrid/dual-lattice model.
It can be seen, however, that the lower voxel resolution of Laura compared to the lung model is still visible as small steps at the edge of strongly absorbing structures like the projection of the ribs (e.g., Fig. 12 ) or as quantization artifacts when using a very narrow gray-value window, as in Fig. 11 . Thus, it remains to be verified whether image-quality parameters could be determined reliably with these artifacts, or whether a higher resolution for the complete model would also be required.
Conclusion
Computational phantoms or models have been used up to now mostly for numerical dosimetry for the simulation of radiation inside the human body. Since the main purpose of existing models is the computation of organ/tissue doses for ionizing radiation or electromagnetic fields, their resolution is generally in the order of a few mm and cannot provide the required organ fine structures necessary for simulating realistic images and assessing image quality. Whole-body high-resolution human models can hardly be obtained due to radiation dose constraints and dual lattice voxel models, i.e., combined high and lower resolution voxel models, could be a good alternative computational tool. The purpose of this work was to examine the feasibility of dual lattice models for simulation of imaging process using a Monte Carlo code and to establish a method for determining the dependence of image quality (and dose) on imaging settings (e.g., filtration, tube voltage, etc.) for various imaging technologies.
A high-resolution voxel model of a lung has been developed by CT scans of a lung specimen (i.e., slice thickness: 114 μm, 3000 slices). Furthermore, a hybrid model based on NURBS and PM surfaces was created from a whole body voxel model, as well as its voxelized version. This type of model, compared to conventional voxel models, presents a great improvement due to its smoothed surfaces and contours, higher resolution, and ability to modify anatomical attributes and posture. The similarity of the original voxel model and its NURBS/PM-based counterpart was found to be satisfactory. One lobe of the lung of the hybrid model has been substituted by the high-resolution voxel lung model, resulting in a dual-lattice geometry model. It was shown that voxel models of different voxel resolutions can be combined-higher resolution in partial body (for example, lung or breast) and lower resolution in the rest of the body. However, organs surrounding the highresolution model have to be smooth, therefore, the NURBS/PM technology for this scope is essential.
An image simulation for a lung posterior-anterior examination was performed. The lung could be clearly seen in the simulated image, together with its finer structures. Thus, the basis to investigate the influence of patient stature and technical examination parameters, such as tube voltage, filtration, and focus-todetector distance, on various image quality measures (e.g., contrast-to-noise ratio, MTF, or NPS) by simulations has been established.
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